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Abstract
In this thesis two generic approaches on how to store different datatypes to a cloud storage
are proposed, thereby utilizing Treetank. As part of this thesis implementations for the
proposed approaches have been implemented to evaluate their practicability and search
out strengths as well as weaknesses. Current cloud storage systems, security concerns
towards privacy, stability and integrity of data shared with “the Cloud” is discussed. An
overview of Treetank, that originally was designed to be a native XML-Storage and grew
into a powerful framework that allows for more than storing XML-structured data, is
provided and evaluated since it is a basis for this works implementations.

In the last years the system has been extended to support REST and XML as datatypes
that are to be stored within Treetank. Files and block-based storage devices are datatypes
that are evaluated as candidates of storing data in a cloud storage. Storing files is
supported by many cloud storage systems, whereas mapping storage devices utilizing the
iSCSI protocol to a cloud storage is a novel approach in this field of work.

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit werden zwei generische Ansätze zum Speichern verschiedener Datentypen
in einer “Cloud” vorgestellt. Als Teil dieser Arbeit wurden Implementierungen der
vorgeschlagenen Ansätze erzeugt, wodurch eine Evaluation der Anwendbarkeit dieser
Ansätze möglich wird. Aus diesem Grund wird versucht sowohl stärken, als auch schwächen
dieser Ansätze zu entdecken. Cloudspeichersysteme, Sicherheitsbedenken bezüglich der
Privatsphäre und die Stabilität als auch die Integrität von Daten die mit „der Cloud“
geteilt werden, sollen im Zuge dieser Arbeit untersucht werden.

Des weiteren wird ein Überblick von Treetank, welches als Basis für die Implementierun-
gen der jeweiligen Ansätze dient, bereitgestellt. Dabei ist zu beachten, dass Treetank
ursprünglich als nativer XML-Speicher gedacht war und nachträglich zu einem mächtigen
Gerüst heranwuchs, das es ermöglicht unterschiedliche Arten von Daten zu speichern.
In den letzten Jahren wurde das System dahingehend erweitert, um sowohl REST

als auch XML Daten entgegen zu nehmen. Dateien und block-basierte Daten in Form
eines block-basierten Speichergeräts sind Datentypen, die als mögliche Kandidaten für die
Speicherung in „der Cloud“ evaluiert werden sollen. Auch zu beachten ist, dass sich die
meisten Cloudspeichersysteme darauf konzentrieren Dateien abzuspeichern. Andererseits
existiert kein System, das versucht ein block-basiertes Speichergerät an einen Cloudspeicher
anzubinden, weshalb dieser Ansatz eine Neuheit in diesem Gebiet ist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Most public cloud storages are blob storage based and come without any guarantees
regarding security goals. Example blob storages are Amazon Web Services S31, Microsoft
Azure2 and Google Cloud Storage3. A Java4 based framework, namely JClouds5, provides
access to many cloud storages. Blob storages enable to write streams of serialized data
into Blobs. Blobs are binary large objects, which means they hold big amounts of binary
data. In most cases blob storages are used to store file based data without specifying the
type of data.

There is a vast variety of datatypes that can be stored, but have not been considered by
common cloud storages yet. Besides file based data, block-based storage devices used by
the iSCSI protocol can be stored directly within a cloud storage. Files can be categorized
and based on their file type different storing mechanisms could be more efficient. This
applies to tree-structured files like XML documents in particular. A serialized bytestream
of such a document would be less efficient to version than by heeding the particulars of the
file type and being able to process it accordingly. Another source of data are services that
provide interfaces to write and read data. Therefore, web services like RESTful[Fie00]
services can also be mapped, so that cloud storages are used as backends.

Treetank[Gra11a] allows for storing XML-structured data via the XML-Interface[Gra11b]
and incoming data from a RESTful service via the REST-Interface[Gra10] into a blob
storage based cloud storage. In this thesis Treetank has been extended to support storing
incoming data from an iSCSI target, as well as a local folder on the filesystem in a
blob storage. The two use-cases differ from one other, since iSCSI storage devices are
usually block-based storage devices, whereas the File-Interface has been designed to always
store full files qualified by their path, making it possible to restore each file individually.
This leads to a need for different mappings of incoming data to blob storages. For the

1 http://aws.amazon.com/de/s3/, September 2013
2 http://www.windowsazure.com/, September 2013
3 https://cloud.google.com/products/cloud-storage, September 2013
4 http://www.java.com/de/, September 2013
5 http://jclouds.incubator.apache.org/, September 2013
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction

iSCSI-Interface, a sequence of blocks simulating the filesystem has to be mapped to blobs
within a cloud storage. Mapping each block of a filesystem to a blob individually, could
result in a computational overhead, as well as an overhead concerning requests to the
cloud storage. Finding a mapping, that results in a trade-off between computional costs
and efficient storage usage, is part of this work.

Using Treetank as a backend for these two concepts enables for automatic encryption of
the data, as well as integrity checks and the restoring of older versions, which are crucial
functionalities for a secure cloud storage. Attention should be paid to the fact, that the
two mappings of data are general approaches that can be used with every blob storage
based cloud storage, hence the mapping used by the iSCSI-Interface is also used by the
jSCSI target[Kra07][Gra09] in a direct combination with JClouds.
However, creating a mapping of the proposed data types onto blob storages that also

address security concerns comes at a price. Therefore, not only security concerns have
to be considered, but also the performance of the underlying backend and the data
throughput with which data can be stored in the system. Both, security measures and
performance w.r.t. data throughput into Treetank, are being evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5.

The two approaches perform well, with regards to the overhead created when performing
integrity protection, as well as encryption before serializing data and storing it in a cloud
storage. On a local system, speeds of up to 15 MiB per second are being achieved, which
at this moment is beyond what common internet connections are able to provide.
In this work we propose two generic approaches of mapping file and block-based data

to a blob storage. Furthermore, at the time this work was written and to best of our
knowledge, no previous efforts have been made to map the iSCSI protocol directly to a
blob storage, hence making it a novel approach in the iSCSI landscape. Dropbox 1, Ubuntu
One 2 and other public cloud storage providers haven’t proposed a generic approach to
map files to blob storages. Although file mapping is not a novel approach in the area of
cloud storages, it can be considered the first generic approach on mapping files to blob
storages.

It is part of this work to determine whether these approaches are of practical use,
considering how well-established iSCSI targets perform nowadays, reaching speeds beyond
50 MB per second (in a local area network or intranet). Achieving a performance similar
to iSCSI targets is impossible, since storing data in a cloud storage will be limited by the
underlying internet connection.
It is not part of this work to determine how security measures are realized within

Treetank, as well as to discuss the iSCSI protocol defined in RFC 37203 in detail, except

1 http://dropbox.com/, September 2013
2 https://one.ubuntu.com/, September 2013
3 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3720.txt, September 2013
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for the parts that are relevant to the results generated for the implementations.

1.2 This works contribution
The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:

• Analysis of existing systems and how security concerns are being addressed in
Chapter 2. The systems have been selected, so they may have similar properties to
those provided by Treetank.

• Proposal of a generic approach of mapping files to blobs within a blob storage, as
discussed in Chapter 4.

• Mapping of block-based data and utilizing the iSCSI protocol, for storing data on a
blob storage in Chapter 5.

• Multiple benchmarks have been performed on live systems for each interface
implementation. Evaluations of both approaches w.r.t. performance are discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5.

• Provision of a graphical user interface for the File-Interface, so that usage of the
implementation behaves similar to the well-known client implementation of Dropbox,
by asynchronously storing files in a blob storage.

Although the graphical user interface will not be discussed in this thesis, it was part of
this work and worth mentioning at this point. It should also be pointed out that Treetank
itself serves as a platform to realize the two approaches. However, since the approaches
are generic they are not bound to Treetank, unlike the implementations that have been
programmed during this thesis which are specifically designed for Treetank.



Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Cloud
Based on the currentness of the topic, the term “cloud” is utilized in too broad a sense,
hampering clear and precise definitions of the term. According to [Len09], there are
different layers of cloud services that can be summarized within a stack. They divide the
different types of cloud services into three major layers “Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)”,
“Platform as a Service (PaaS)” and “Software as a Service (SaaS)” . IaaS covers low level
services like network services, storage, computational services which are considered part of
“Basic Infrastructure Services ”[Len09]. These services lighten computational and storage
based workload on a low level, contrary to SaaS which includes high level applications like
“Google Docs” or Dropbox for that matter. PaaS on the other hand, is summarized by
services that provide programming environments with remote executions. Summed up,
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS services are considered to be what the term “cloud” covers, which
represents a wide range of different services.
Subsequently, this work can be categorized using the stack definition from [Len09]

and consequently is bound to the SaaS layer due to the fact that blob storages mostly
use RESTful services as a communication platform, which is high level communication
compared to the services proposed within IaaS. The iSCSI-Interface seems like a hybrid
between a service that would be bound to IaaS and on the other hand considered a SaaS,
since iSCSI targets are part of infrastructure services, as they provide low level storage
and in this context utilize cloud storages. Since data is stored on a blob storage it is not
hard to argue that it is also bound to SaaS, which is why the definition from [Len09] isn’t
sufficient to cover this approach. No low level interaction by the client is needed in order
to use the File-Interface, since it automatically listens to a folder and synchronizes it with
the storage, which is why it is easier to categorize it within SaaS.
Each of these service types should offer certain security guarantees, even though such

guarantees are not commonly provided within the field of cloud services. Security on a
service level consists of stability and availability of the service on a physical as well as a
logical level. The service is expected to be “secure” in terms of confidentiality towards
the data shared between the customer and the service provider. These aspects are crucial
operational reasons for many companies and due to the latest developments regarding
privacy are also crucial for the general public. This is why these security concerns apply for

4
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any cloud service, including cloud storages and should not be ignored. As far as this thesis
is concerned, cloud storages come with special requirements regarding security measures,
which will be discussed in the following section.

2.1.1 Secure cloud storage
There are many different aspects that have to be considered when discussing secure cloud
storages. One point of view is the user’s privacy that only can be ensured if the cloud
storage provider is not able to read the data the user stores in their storage. However the
user has to trust the cloud storage provider that it is not able to have insight into the
user’s data. In order to have absolute assurance that the data stored in the cloud cannot
be viewed by a third party or even the provider, encryption has to be performed by the
client.
Mahima et al. [MJ11] summarize security design goals a secure cloud storage should

provide. In many papers [MJ11] [Pop11] confidentiality is prioritized, which is the
inability of the cloud storage provider or any untrusted third party to access user stored
data. Although some may argue that confidentiality lies with the user as mentioned above
and rather concentrate on other design goals. Currently, big players like Google with
Google Drive, Dropbox using AWS S3 or Ubuntu with Ubuntu One are able to access data
stored by users. The users could encrypt the data themselves, but mobile applications
provided by the storage providers usually don’t support encryption, and expecting the
users to be able to work with the API or even create their own application is not realistic.
However, there are storage systems like ownCloud, that encrypt stored data. In this case,
hosting does not have to be done by a third party, and instead can be done on a home
computer or a remote server.
Another important design goal is the integrity of the data. Some papers [Ste12] refer

to integrity as the authenticity and freshness of the data, meaning users are able to detect
changes made by the storage provider and correct them, as well as working with the latest
commit state of the data (reads and writes). Popa et al. [Pop11] do not categorize freshness
and authenticity within integrity and use different terms such as “write-serializability”, but
the goal itself remains the same. In DepSky [Bes11] similar measures are taken to ensure
security, however they are not pointed out directly in their work. All have in common
that they use Error-Correcting Codes (ECCs are redundant data appended to a given set
of data. It is possible to not only detect faulty data parts, but also recover the correct
parts) to ensure the integrity of the data, except for [Pop11] where a different approach is
proposed using integrity signatures created by the user.
In [MJ11] it is also proposed that the data should be accessible from any machine at

all times. It is probably implied that the person accessing the data should also have
rights to do so. This goal is named availability and not mentioned explicitly in the other
papers. The systems they propose in [Ste12] and [Bes11] should be able to achieve this
goal, presuming the client has the necessary software. Reliability (reliable data retrieval)
is also proposed, but not considered in all systems. Bessani et al. look at reliability as part
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of integrity itself and ensure it by distributing the data on many different clouds. This way,
if one cloud fails to retrieve correct data, it can be detected by the user since they have
access to many clouds and possibly retrieve it from another cloud. Error-Correcting codes
are used to restore data if some parts are missing in [Ste12], which also can be considered
as reliable.
Efficient retrieval or efficiency as a whole is also a desirable goal for a secure cloud

storage. Mahima et al. [MJ11] compare the efficiency to public cloud storages or at least
set the bar to the efficiency of public cloud storages (such as Google Drive, Dropbox, Box,
Ubuntu One and many others). The cloud storage does not have to be efficient in retrieval
to be secure, but in a real world scenario an inefficient cloud storage is never used.

The security concerns proposed above are mainly addressed by systems designed in the
field of research. Some of the systems that address these issues have been mentioned above
and will be discussed further, w.r.t. their architectures and their capabilities, in the next
section.

2.1.2 Overview of cloud service approaches
This section gives a brief overview of existing cloud services focusing on secure cloud
storage. When designing architectures to provide storage on remote locations different
approaches are likely to be the case and in this section only a small subset of existing
systems will be considered.
Iris[Ste12], which is based on HAIL[Bow09], aims to provide a scalable and efficient

cloud storage on an enterprise-level. The filesystem is built on a hash tree, where nodes
also store information to allow for authentication, in the same way that files within the
File-Interface are to be stored in a cloud storage. The client is able to determine whether
or not a provider can retrieve a file, which is realized using a Proof of Retrievability (PoR)
(According to [Ste12] a PoR is a challenge-response protocol that allows a provider to
prove that a file is retrievable without loss or corruption and also includes the recovery
of a file). Data can be recovered through the use of ECCs. Iris architecture consists of
a client that is connected to a “Portal Service” which has the capability of operating
in a distributed manner. The fact that the portal service can be distributed allows for
access even if one portal service is not available at the time. The “Portal Service(s)” are
responsible for managing integrity protection and input, as well as output to the cloud
layer. Due to the use of PoRs the system is able to provide integrity of the data and is
reliable.
Another system that has been evaluated is DepSky[Bes11]. Like Iris, DepSky aims

to store data in a cloud storage, however, DepSky also stores data on cloud storages
from existing providers like RackSpace, AWS-S3, Google Drive and a few others using the
provided APIs. DepSky uses Erasure Codes to perform integrity checks on stored data and
reduce the costs of distributing data on multiple clouds. Erasure Codes extend a given
message by a set of symbols. The original message can be recovered from only a subset of
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the new message. Usually these codes are based on Reed-Solomon Codes. In DepSky data
is stored using “Dataunits” which can either be whole files or byte arrays. In this respect it
is also possible to bind an iSCSI target to DepSky as a cloud storage backend. The system
also distributes data onto different clouds to ensure the correctness and recoverability of
the data. Consequently, the system is able to retrieve data even if some clouds appear
to be unavailable. The first algorithm DepSky-A[Bes11] proposed by Bessani et al.
only addresses availability and stores dataunits in multiple cloud storages redundantly.
The data can be encrypted using their proposed algorithm DepSky-CA[Bes11], thereby
providing confidentiality. DepSky-CA also stores data in a more efficient manner and
distributes parts of a dataunit onto different clouds whereas only a subset of the clouds
has to respond in order to read a data unit.
With CloudProof [Pop11] Popa et al. provide another secure cloud storage that

specializes in Microsoft Azure. According to [Pop11] none of the major cloud storage
services provide security guarantees in their Service Level Agreements. CloudProof claims
to build security design goals such as confidentiality, integrity and availability upon an
existing cloud storage service. The key element of their system is to not store data
directly into the cloud and instead capsule it in “Blocks”. These Blocks are being provided
with metadata to enable CloudProof’s integrity checks as well as encryption of the data.
Confidentiality therefore is achieved due to client-side encryption. The system provides
a key sharing mechanism allowing multiple clients to access the same data. Access can
be revoked and granted by authorized clients. Unlike Iris, CloudProof does not aim to
provide a cloud storage itself, but rather acts as a middle-ware. DepSky behaves in a
similar way, however DepSky is implemented in a way that allows multiple cloud storages
to be supported. Of course this would be possible for CloudProof as well, since the system
design does not directly depend on Microsoft Azure.
Unlike public cloud storage providers these systems try to guarantee security goals as

proposed in Section 2.1.1. This includes redundant storing for recoverabilty and better
retrievability, encryption of the data and access control mechanisms. These measures
slow the systems down and comparison between these systems and public cloud storage
solutions - that usually don’t come with any guarantees - is unjustified. On the other hand,
comparison between systems that provide security measures as previously mentioned is
not a problem, since they try to achieve similar goals. A comparison between the systems
discussed in this section follows in Table 2.1 at the end of this section.
The main focus of each individual system seems to lie in integrity protection of data

stored in the cloud, as well as reliably providing access to stored data. Confidentiality can
be achieved either on the server-side or on the client-side. CloudProof argues that the
cloud is an untrusted party which is why they only take care of the part where a user is
able to determine violations by the cloud towards integrity, freshness (which means that
retrieved data is always the latest data available on the cloud) and write-serializability
(users have to be aware of the latest state of the cloud in order to commit changes) and
do not protect the users by encrypting the data. As discussed before, expecting a client to
encrypt data is hard to achieve in many cases, whereas CloudProof is specifically designed
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for enterprise usage and it can be expected that experts within the company should be
able to encrypt data before it is being stored in the cloud.

System Confidentiality
(server-side)

Integrity Avail-
ability

Reli-
ability

Effi-
ciency

Supported
Datatypes

HAIL X V V V X File
Iris V V V V (V) File
DepSky V V V V (V) File,

Block-Data
CloudProof (V) V X V (V) File

Treetank V V V V (V) File,
Block-Data,

XML,
REST

Table 2.1: Comparison between cloud storage architectures that implement security mea-
sures

Looking at Table 2.1 data that can be stored by the evaluated systems does not appear
to be versatile. For that reason, systems that support versatile data storing within a cloud
storage are discussed within the following section.

2.1.3 Versatile data in cloud storages
In terms of cloud storages all datatypes besides files without categorization or respect to
their particulars can be considered as versatile, since most systems target files only.

Treetanks XML-Interface[Gra10] and REST-Interface[Gra11b] also cover datatypes that
are not supported by most established systems. The field of blob storages leaves room
for many more datatypes. Special properties of source code files and different languages,
music files and meta data, databases and calendars can all be mapped to blob storages
with respect to their special requirements making them candidates for future work.

In case of iSCSI data, there are multiple storage providers such as Amazon1, Softlayer2

which provide iSCSI storage solutions. Generally speaking, providing an iSCSI target
directly on a remote system using a physical disk should be considered a cloud storage as
well, since like other cloud storages the storage lies on a remote system accessible for clients

1 The amazon storage gateway is provided using iSCSI,
found at http://aws.amazon.com/de/storagegateway/, September 2013

2 This company also provides iSCSI storages,
found at http://www.softlayer.com/services/storagelayer, September 2013
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from anywhere at any time. However, as discussed before this is done on an operating
system level making it an infrastructure service. To the best of our knowledge at the
time this work was written, no attempt had been made to create an iSCSI storage which
directly accesses a cloud storage on a system other than the one the target is placed on.
Furthermore most cloud storages concentrate on storing files in the cloud, especially public
storage providers. Block-based data, as used within the iSCSI protocol, is rarely the target
of (conventional) cloud storages.



Chapter 3

Current state of Treetank

Treetank originally was designed to be a native XML storage based on a tree-structured
data storage backend. The system has been under heavy development and multiple papers,
proceedings and theses have been created based on Treetank. Today, Treetank is not
a native XML storage anymore but rather a platform that can be best described using
the stack layer proposed in [Len09] as a Service as a Service (SaaS), as [Gra11a] points
out. Treetank is able to handle multiple different datatypes such as XML-structured data,
REST-based data and based on this work also files and block-based data. It provides strong
integrity protection, encryption and a versioning system that is able to perform versioning
based on different methods such as incremental versioning, differential versioning and
sliding snapshots.

In the following section a system overview of Treetank will provide an insightful look
into the systems architecture.

3.1 System overview of Treetank
At first, a rough system overview to distinguish between different logical parts is provided
in Figure 3.1.
The system is structured into four main parts. At the bottom is the Storage Layer

where different backend implementations can be used such as JClouds and a fast local
storage using Berkeley Database1.
On top of the storage layer is the Bucket Layer. Buckets are stored in a hash tree

and the binary form represents the data that is stored within a blob. Depending on the
versioning system used, the tree may grow differently in size. Buckets don’t have to be
stored within a new revision root if they haven’t been modified or only parts have been
modified, which is why references between the revision root buckets and the data buckets
are likely to appear. The usual entry point is always the latest revision if not set otherwise.
If a bucket is to be retrieved from the bucket layer it is built by the different revisions to
get the full bucket. A more detailed look into the bucket layer is not part of this thesis,
since its complexity would suffice to form the subject matter of a second thesis paper.

1 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/berkeleydb/overview/index.html, September 2013

10
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Figure 3.1: System architecture of treetank

Encryption is an optional setting that can be bound and is then applied to the stored
buckets. The Integrity Layer is now fully implemented and a basic part of Treetank.

The Transaction Layer communicates with the underlying layers and acts as a bridge
between the Interfacemodules and Treetank. For this purpose it provides a couple of
interfaces and implementations that allow for input and output into Treetank.

3.2 Treetank interface overview
As mentioned in section 3.1, access to Treetank is provided by its API. The interfaces
IBucketReadTrx and IBucketWriteTrx define how to input and output data in Treetank.
Figure 3.2 provides an overview of the interface definitions. Implementations of the trans-
action interfaces act as delegates between the interfacemodules and Treetank. Furthermore
the interfaces IData and IDataFactory shown in Figure 3.2 have to be implemented in order
to enable Treetank to process customized datatypes. IMetaEntry and IMetaEntryFactory
provide additional information. The design is similar to the IData and IDataFactory
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interfaces, with the difference that meta entries are persisted asside from data buckets.
For example the File-Interface uses these interfaces to determine the entry point of a file
identified by their relative path, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.2: Interfaces provided by Treetank

3.2.1 Data interfaces
The IData interface provides a generic solution to support multiple different datatypes.
Hence, this interface has to be implemented if a special type of data has to be processed.
This also allows for more complex references between the data elements and therefore
more complex data structures.
The method serialize(data) serializes this object so that it is represented as a binary
array, making it possible for storage within a blob. getDataKey() provides the means
of identifying each data element by its key in form of a long, which is a basic numerical
datatype in Java with a range from −263 − 1 to 263 − 1.

The funnel1 is used to compute hashes to ensure integrity protection and is provided by
the getFunnel(data) operation.

1 A funnel is used to generically pipe data into a more primitive type of data.
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In Figure 3.2 the described interface IData only provides a serialization method without
the means of deserializing the object. If data has to be retrieved from the backend, this
factory interface needs to be implemented. It is used within the transactions in a generic
manner so that multiple datatypes can be deserialized w.r.t. the specific datatype.

3.2.2 Transaction interfaces
The IBucketReadTrx shown in Figure 3.2 allows for read access only. Since no data
elements are modified, this transaction performs better in data retrieval and should be
used if data is not written. As shown in Figure 3.2, the revision of the transaction can be
retrieved. A single transaction always operates within a certain revision, enabling for data
retrieval of older revisions and still providing consistency within a transaction since jumps
between revisions within a transaction are not possible. A data object can be retrieved by
the getData(key : long) method. The accessor has to know which object to retrieve and
identify it by its key.

Since transactions are bound to revisions, it is only reasonable that the revision number
is held by the transaction and can be fetched using getRevision(). It is also worth men-
tioning, that the transaction has to be closed in order to start a new transaction. Hence,
operating on a new revision leads to a need to create a new transaction. Once the trans-
action has been closed it can not be opened and instead a new transaction has to be started.

The IBucketWriteTrx inherits the capabilities of the IBucketReadTrx as defined in
Figure 3.2, but also allows to modify and add data elements in Treetank. Data is only
persisted when a commit is applied. As a consequence data is then processed according
to the configured versioning method and in most cases only a subset of data has to be
persisted instead of the data in its full size. In newer versions of Treetank the commit
process is parallelized so that data input and output is still possible. If data elements have
to be added a new key has to be retrieved by the transaction which is an increment of the
highest data key available in the revision operated on.
Afterwards, a data object can be added using setData(data : IData), whereas it will

not be persisted in the backend at this point. Any changes made during this uncommitted
stage will not be versioned. If the data object is removed using removeData(data :
IData) without having been committed yet, it has never been persisted and therefore
is unrecoverable. This is why in the File-Interface each file change leads to a commit,
providing full versioning of each individual file.
Finally the commit() method persists data w.r.t. changes and versioning within the

backend. In case of cloud storages the data is stored remotely with the advantage that
only those blobs are retrieved and stored, which actually show changes compared to the
last revision.
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3.2.3 Interfaces for multilateral metadata
Meta entries exist alongside IData objects and consist of key-value pairs enabling more
sophisticated identification than numerical values. In this manner, mappings of data can
be realized. The meta entries are stored in a separate bucket which acts as a key-value store.

The difference is, that only one meta bucket will be generated and updated, unlike the
data buckets, where many buckets can be stored. This ensures that meta information can
be uniquely retrieved and is always available, so that the metadata can be used for more
complex data structures. In their core functionality, meta entries behave the same way
as IData objects and consequently provide a similar interface. Serialization, as well as
retrieval of a funnel can be performed on meta entries with the addition that they are
identified by unique keys as previously mentioned.
The IMetaEntryFactory is used to deserialize persisted meta entries. Treetank uses

these factories in a generic way, which allows for different deserializations of multiple
meta entries. In the case of the File-Interface string-long pairs are stored for entry point
identification, as discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3 Workflow of Treetank
In this section the workflow of Treetank is discussed. Since Treetank acts as a NoSQL1

database, data input and output is exclusively based on the provided interfaces without
queries. Transactions can be started and closed within a session. Multiple resources can be
handled by Treetank at the same time, whereas each resource has its own session provided
by Treetank. To extend Treetanks functionality by a new interfacemodule, it is necessary
to understand how the underlying system behaves. Figure 3.3 shows a simplified sequence
of a possible process, which roughly provides an insight into the workflow Treetank follows.

This diagram only covers a subset of operations that can be done. If a bucket has to be
read and is not available in the cache provided in the bucket layer, it probably has to be
aggregated over multiple revision root buckets to get the full bucket. This process is done
by the transaction layer, where interfacemodules can’t intervene. The important parts
are the creation of Treetank storages and sessions, as well as creating new transactions
and operating on them. These are operations that interfacemodules mainly have access to
and have to handle, in order to provide useful functionality, such as the implementations
proposed in this work.
Encryption and integrity have been left out of the diagram for reasons of clarity and

comprehensibility. It is not hard to imagine that encryption and integrity fit between the

1 NoSQL databases provide access on data without the necessity of querying requests in order to retrieve
or input data.
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Figure 3.3: Workflow of treetank

transaction and bucket layer and would be applied before input and output of data. It is
worth mentioning, that if a commit has taken place, the current transaction is replaced by
a new transaction which operates on the new revision, since a transaction is always bound
to exactly one revision.

In the next Chapter, the File-Interface’s architecture and functionality will be discussed
and its feasibility and performance will be evaluated.



Chapter 4

File

In this chapter, the architecture of the File-Interface will be discussed in detail, as well
as the mapping of files onto Treetanks data structure. To evaluate this implementation’s
practicability and performance, a benchmarking suite has been designed to test the
performance. To provide better understanding of the File-Interface, an overview of
the architecture is provided since it is segmented into logically distinct parts, thereby
showing the relations between these parts. This overview only mirrors the system designed
specifically for Treetank. That is why the generic mapping of files to a blob storage will be
discussed in detail in Section 4.2. Furthermore, Section 4.3 provides a detailed workflow
for better understanding of how the implementation of this module works.
Experimental approaches are generally prone to certain threats to the validity of the

generated results, hence these issues are being discussed in 4.4. Although this approach is
generic in its nature, a real world scenario can only be tested using a benchmark of some
kind. It was part of this work to design the benchmark in such a way, that it resolves
some of the threats discussed in 4.4, as well as being as generic as possible, in order for
the benchmark to mirror the approach rather than the implementation.

4.1 File-Interface overview
The overview in Figure 4.1 in the form of an UML (Unified modeling language)1 diagram
does not display the system architecture in its full detail, but reflects the logical parts
as well as the relations between the classes. The system can be divided into three layers
(exclusively Treetank):

Controlling Layer In this layer the user interface is at disposal, which manages storages
and folders. The StorageManager class takes care of preparations towards storage
management within Treetank and provides sessions for these storages. Resources are
bound to “filelisteners”, that are handled by the Filelistener class. Each filelistener
listens to events happening on a configured root path and its children paths. These
events are sent by the filesystem if any changes happen to the path. For each event

1 http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/, September 2013
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a notification is created in which the File-Interface’s transaction layer is used to
handle the events accordingly. This process is multithreaded for disjunct filelisteners,
whereas within one filelistener events are handled sequentially to ensure concurrent
handling of the data and minimize fragmentation of the files.

Transaction Layer Figure 4.1 shows that a FilesystemNotification lies between the
Controlling and Transaction Layer. The reason for this is that the notifications
handle events, in terms of initiating transactions, and commit data in order to persist
it, whereby they also have a controlling function, since they handle events sent by
the operating system.
The transaction’s FilelistenerReadTrx and FilelistenerWriteTrx behave similar
to their delegates provided by Treetank, with the difference that write and read
operations have been modified so that the mapping of files can be implemented.

Data Layer The Data Layer is not only used by the Transaction Layer of the File-
Interface, but also by Treetank due to its generic design. The implementation of the
IDataFactory is used to deserialize persisted data buckets. The same applies for the
FileMetaDataFactory.
The MetaKey and MetaValue represent implementations of IMetaEntry, which
was used to store metadata within a special bucket. Combined, these two classes are
used as key-value pairs. When a file is added, the FilelistenerWriteTrx divides
the file data into many objects of the FileData type, which provides attributes
necessary to map the start and the end of a file. To mark the entry point of the file,
the transaction adds a new key-value pair consisting of the relative path compared to
the watched root path and the entry point in form of a long, when the file is added.
Since Treetank is an append-only storage, meaning that data can not be deleted
since it is available in older revisions, a fast solution to delete a file is to remove its
reference from the metadata bucket. As a result, minimum computational effort is
required in order to remove stored data.

In the next section the approach of generically mapping files to blob storages is discussed,
since this architectural overview does not cover the mapping of files to a blob storage itself,
or not in a generic way - this is due to the fact that it is bound to the implementation
specifically designed for usage within Treetank.
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Figure 4.1: System overview of the File-Interfaces implementation
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4.2 Mapping of files
A simplified way of contemplating files, is to treat them as binary objects, hence disregarding
their special properties, such as structural or textual properties. A big file is more difficult
to store remotely than when splitting the file into many parts, making it possible to retrieve
such data parts individually or replacing them individually saving valuable bandwidth
and time on update operations in the process. Additionally, the data parts are kept in the
same size, considering that Treetank makes use of the data parts in a generic manner and
is able to perform better with elements of the same size.
However, there has to be a system to keep track of the data parts, since they can be

fragmented within a storage or even sitting on multiple storages. In terms of a blob storage,
the data can be split over multiple blobs as presented in Figure 4.2 where an overview of
a file mapping to a blob storage is illustrated.

Figure 4.2: An illustration of how to map files to a blob storage

In Figure 4.2 the blob storage represents a cloud storage. In a blob, multiple binarized
data parts can be stored, or on the other hand a data part could exceed the size of a blob.
That depends on the size of a data part and the amount of data that is to be stored within
a blob. The binarized data part contains a data key, that relates to the data key that
is assigned by the File-Interface. Additionally, the data part contains meta information
whether or not it is the first part in the file sequence or the last. Only when all data parts
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have been retrieved, the file can be restored as a whole. The information of the data key
for the first data part in the sequence is stored in the “Meta Blob” along with the relative
path identifying the file itself.
The mapping shows, that without a meta blob, the reference to the beginning of a file

would be lost. The data could of course be stored in a fixed way, however this approach is
very flexible, with advantages during deletions and updates.

The underlying system has to provide a way of knowing in which bucket a data part is
stored in order for this mapping to work. As far as this work is concerned, Treetank takes
care of these references. The data parts themselves only hold pointers to the next data
part or no pointer if the end of a file is reached.

The behavior of a real world example is not apparent by looking at Figure 4.2, due to
its abstract design. However, a real world example would provide insightful knowledge on
how this approach works. For that reason, Section 4.3 provides a detailed workflow of the
File-Interface in form of a UML sequence diagram.

4.3 Workflow of the File-Interface
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the interface is controlled by the class Filelistener. For each
folder that is being listened to, events are handled separately and processed in different
threads, enabling for accessing multiple storages at the same time. When a file is created
within a folder, an event is captured by the Watch Service Api1 and added to the queue
of events that have to be handled.

When a task is processed, the file is being read sequentially since it is potentially bigger
than the maximum size of a single byte array, wherefore sequences that are equal to the
size of a data part are read and at the same time stored within Treetank. This is handled
by the Transaction Layer of the File-Interface. Figure 4.3 provides an overview of this
process for the creation, modification and deletion of files within a watched folder.
For reasons of visibility, Figure 4.3 does not cover parallel processing of multiple

filelisteners. If that is the case, the diagram simply has to be extended by more lifelines
of the types “Transaction Layer”, “Notification” and “Treetank” equal to the amount of
filelisteners. The filelistener identifies the event type and its origin and automatically adds
a notification for the desired folder using the transaction for that resource. The filelistener
itself runs endlessly until it is stopped, so that it is able to process captured events by
the Watch Service API. The Figure shows that events are handled sequentially within a
folder. If this would not be the case, concurrency could not be ensured, or some types of
notifications would have to create locks, so that other events are not handled at the same
time.

1 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/io/notification.html, September 2013
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Figure 4.3: Workflow of the File-Interface

Since the performance of this approach is measured using a benchmarking suite that
is specifically designed for the File-Interface, some threats to the validity of the results
generated by the benchmark are discussed in the following section.

4.4 Threats to this approach
As far as the experimental result generation is concerned, the benchmarking suite is a
simulation of multiple create operations on a running Filelistener, with a various set of file
sizes, as well as multiple runs to minimize errors due to outliers. The implementation is in
accordance with the mapping discussed in 4.2.

A threat may be that the underlying system is not representative as a backend for blob
storages. However, at most the system has been slowed down by using Treetank rather
than by accessing a blob storage directly. As proof of this concept, the implementation
reflects the mapping of files to blob storages and at the same time addresses security
concerns as discussed in Chapter 2.
However, validity threats have been identified and logically distinguished, ever since

experimental research started. The following is an overview of different types of validity
threats as outlined in [Fel10].

Table 4.1 provides insight into the questions, that have to be asked when addressing the
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different types of validity threats. Some of the proposed threats do not apply for this type
of work, which includes Conclusion and Construct validity, as they address issues that
have to be considered in experimental research fields like experimental physics.

Validity threat type Questions that should be answered

Conclusion validity Does the treatment/change we introduced have a sta-
tistically significant effect on the outcome we measure?

Internal validity Did the treatment/change we introduced cause the
effect on the outcome? Can other factors also have
had an effect?

Construct validity Does the treatment correspond to the actual cause we
are interested in? Does the outcome correspond to the
effect we are interested in?

External validity Is the cause and effect relationship we have shown valid
in other situations? Can we generalize our results? Do
the results apply in other contexts?

Credibility Are we confident that the findings are true? Why?
Dependability Are the findings consistent? Can they be repeated?
Confirmability Are the findings shaped by the respondents and not

by the researcher?

Table 4.1: Different types of threats according to [Fel10]

Internal validity can not be answered directly. In case of this interface, the “treatment”
is the mapping of files to a blob storage and since it is a proof of concept the effect can
not be measured. However, the concept has proven to be feasible and the outcome of the
benchmarking suite is expectedly slower than a direct approach.

As far as this interface is concerned, the proposed mapping is generic and can be applied
using different implementations, wherefore External Validity is taken care of. The results
in terms of performance and security measures depend on the implementation and can
not be taken as part of the generic approach. The mapping applies only to blob storages
and in this context the findings are credible. The benchmarks have been applied on a live
system to simulate a real situation as will be discussed later in this work. The sources
of the implementation are open-source and the results can be generated repeatedly on
numerous systems.
The benchmarks have been kept as simple as possible so that the time of a certain

operation has been benchmarked. The results are not edited manually in any kind and
are represented in the given Figures. However, the result depends on the system on which
it operates, whereas the general tendencies stay the same.
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4.5 Benchmarks
In this section the results of benchmarks performed on the File-Interface’s implementation
are presented in form of multiple plots. The first benchmark performed on the File-
Interface creates a hundred files of the same file size. The time it takes to put a file into
Treetank and commit the changes so the data is persisted is measured in milliseconds. A
hundred files have been created or retrieved for each file size to minimize individual errors
and for the ability to predict a tendency within a set of operations. The system is reset
after every successful set of operations to provide equal initial situations.
The creation and retrieval of many files, hampers concerns with regards to credibility,

dependability and confirmability, making the benchmarks more robust towards the previ-
ously discussed threats of validity.

The time is measured when a notification is handled within a separate thread. The files
are created directly on the filesystem within a watched folder. The filelistener catches the
event and persists data within the backend. After persisting the data the time to create
a hundred files of the same size and afterwards the time of retrieval for each file is measured.

The benchmark has been performed on a local storage, as well as on a cloud backend
bound to AWS S3. At the same time, the number of blobs has been counted after a new
file has been created. There is a difference for varying file sizes, since more blobs have to
be used if only the size of files varies. The number of new blobs used has been measured
as well and applies for both, the file backend and the cloud backend. The number of
blobs doesn’t correspond on a one to one scale to the files being stored, since Treetank
stores more information to efficiently find data elements as well as back references to other
versions.
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Figure 4.4: Benchmark: Time taken to store files within Treetank
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The results presented in 4.4 have been generated using a local backend consisting of
blobs that simulate a real blob storage. The tendency of this benchmark seems to be
clear. The bigger the file size is, the more time it will take to persist it into the backend.
As far as file sizes beyond 1 MiB go, the time it takes to persist the file doubles as the
file size does. However, in the lower file size benchmarks the time taken for persisting
data is not as consistent. The reasons leading to peeks in writing and reading of data, as
well as increasing time consumption after each run will be discussed in Section 4.6. It is
expected that the configuration of different bucket sizes will have an effect on how well the
system performs on small files. The biggest file size tested was a 32 MiB file consisting of
a random set of bytes. This file has been created a hundred times, leading to an overall
input size of 3.2 gigabytes.
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Figure 4.5: Benchmark: Time taken to store files within Treetank, that is bound to AWS
S3

Figure 4.5 shows the creation of different file sizes on Treetank, which in this case
is bound to AWS S3. The time to write data increases over time. However, the time
taken to upload a file varies from an average of 25 seconds for 256 KiB files to up to
50 seconds for 32 MiB files. This also shows, that there is a certain overhead generated
for connection establishments, since the time taken for 256 KiB corresponds to 10 KiB
per second and for 32 MiB an average of 655 KiB per second. This leads to the assump-
tion that this interface performs better with fewer bigger files, than with a many small files.
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Figure 4.6: Benchmark: Time taken to read files stored in Treetank

Besides writing data, the time it takes to retrieve files from Treetank is also measured.
In terms of the local backend the time to read a 32 MiB file is below one second on average,
which is presented in Figure 4.6. The time it takes to retrieve a file seems to be linearly
proportional to the size of the file. The file sizes below 32 MiB are steady in their time of
retrieval, whereas the bigger file sizes have some peeks. However, as far as the shortest time
of retrieval for a 32 MiB is concerned, it is exactly double the time of retrieving a 16 MiB file.
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Figure 4.7: Benchmark: Time taken to read files stored in Treetank, that is bound to
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The retrieval time of files from the cloud in this benchmark is more robust and steady
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than the time a write takes. Although, there are peeks within the individual benchmarks
for file sizes, the time taken for smaller files does not start at 20 seconds and is lower in
general. The scaling is the same as on a local backend and the time of retrieval is linearly
proportional to the file size. The data throughput in terms of retrieval from the cloud lies
around 1 MiB per second for every file size, which is considerably better compared to the
captured upload speeds in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Benchmark: Buckets created due to storing files

Figure 4.8 presents the amount of buckets after a run for each file size. The left scale
shows the cumulative number of buckets. The scale is logarithmic, hence leading to the
conclusion that the number of buckets created is linear to the incoming files.

In this Section the results and Figures have been described superficial, since no expla-
nations towards the generated results were given. In the next Section, the results are
discussed in detail.

4.6 Discussion of the generated results
As Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show, with every file that is created, the time it takes to create a
file of the same size increases. This symptom is caused by the internal data structure of
Treetank, since more buckets are created, more referencing buckets known as “Indirect
Buckets” are used to keep track of the locations of data buckets. However, when using a
system that keeps track of data exclusively on the hosting system instead of serializing
the information and storing it in the cloud, no data has to be stored additionally to the
data parts. A disadvantage of such an approach is a more difficult synchronization, due to
the fact that the hosting systems hold all information of the individual data parts.
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A caching mechanism, holding a variable amount of buckets locally, is used within
Treetank. Retrieval of files from the local backend clearly display the behavior of the
caching mechanism, as shown in Figure 4.6. Since a bucket consists of 2 MiB of serialized
data, 8 files of 256 KiB fit in one bucket. The first file takes longer, whereas the following
seven files are making use of the already cached bucket and take less time to retrieve.

The same can be observed for bigger file sizes, such as files consisting of 512 KiB, where
the first file takes longer than the following three files. However, the time it takes to
retrieve a 256 KiB file is the same it takes to retrieve a 512 KiB file, leading to the
conclusion that there is a computational overhead. Even uncached 1 MiB files take the
same amount of time to retrieve. In this case, every second file that is to be retrieved
is not already cached and takes longer. However, cached 1 MiB files take more time to
retrieve, than smaller files, hence the computational overhead wanes at this point.
The most steady result is created when using files of 2 MiB, since for each file a new

bucket has to be retrieved. At this point the time of retrieving a file grows linearly
proportional to the file size, as it doubles along with the file size.

The previously discussed properties of caching can also be observed in Figure 4.7 where a
cloud storage is used. The only difference is, that the result is not as steady and uncached
files take longer to retrieve.

It is worth mentioning, that the operations have been performed synchronously, whereas
most of the current cloud storage clients (like Dropbox, Ubuntu One) operate asyn-
chronously - meaning a local mirror of the cloud storage is held and data is written to the
cloud as part of a background process. The performance with regards to data throughput
on a cloud is not of practical use when operating synchronously, as the results have shown.
A local storage that mirrors the cloud storage has to be used to enhance the performance.
In this case, the performance of the local backend is far beyond what could be achieved
with a cloud storage.

This is why the File-Interface itself operates as a background process. While pushing
files to a cloud storage the files are stored locally on the filesystem, without delaying in- and
output on the filesystem. However, this way the cloud storage alone holds older revisions
of the data, which is why a mirror of the cloud storage in form of Treetank utilizing the
local backend would allow for retrieval of different revisions, as well as increasing the
performance of the system.

The system allows for encryption of data, versioning of data and integrity protection,
making it a candidate for a backup utility. Since time is not of essence for backup utilities
- seeing that backup processes are commonly started when systems are not used - high
data throughput is not crucial.
The iSCSI-Interface, as proposed in the next Section, also is a candidate for a backup

utility. However, the iSCSI protocol works on whole storage devices, rather than selected
paths within a filesystem, thereby making it useful for other applications, such as versioned
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filesystem backups.



Chapter 5

iSCSI

The iSCSI-Interface addresses a different datatype than the File-Interface. The architecture
and the mapping will be discussed analogously to the discussions in Chapter 4. The
benchmarking performed on the iSCSI-Interface is more independent and based on a low
level filesystem benchmark performed on the client side, simulating a real world example.
Like the File-Interface, the iSCSI-Interface is structured into multiple parts that will be
presented in the next section. The workflow of this interface is not as parallel as the
workflow of the File-Interface, since input data is always sequential and parallel execution
of the iSCSI protocol will most likely cause inconsistencies since the order of incoming
Protocol Data Units (PDU) 1 is sequential itself.

The mapping itself has also proven to be more simple, since the storage devices block
data can be expected to be in sequential order. Therefore references between data blocks
are not necessary and the meta blob used in File-Interface is not necessary in this interface.

5.1 iSCSI-Interface overview
The iSCSI-Interface does not include a graphical user interface, instead interaction with
the system is provided using a modified jSCSI target. jSCSI is a Java framework, that
implements the iSCSI protocol in Java, making it usable for other applications. It provides
an implementation of an iSCSI target, as well as a Java based initiator. This target has
been modified to use Treetank for storing data. An overview of the architecture and the
relations between the components is provided in Figure 5.1. The architecture is simpler
than the architecture of the File-Interface, since management of the iSCSI protocol is
handled by the jSCSI target. Another main difference is, that the mapping of the block
data is handled within the Controlling Layer, whereas the File-Interface’s transactions
handle the mapping of files to blobs. The following description summarizes the different
layers within the iSCSI-Interface:

Controlling Layer The TreetankTargetServer is an extension of the TargetServer
provided by the jSCSI target and instantiates a target instance with the self defined

1 These data units are standardized by the iSCSI protocol and sent over networks to communicate.
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TreetankStorageModule. The jSCSI target supports different storage modules
via the IStorageModule interface, which allows for numerous backend types. The
mapping of block data is handled directly within the read and write operations
provided by the storage module. The storage device consists of multiple blocks
with a fixed size. One block is mapped to a BlockDataElement, of which 128 are
stored within a bucket. The read and write operations within the storage module
are presented in Algorithms 1 and 2. When a read or write operation is executed the
target blocks are retrieved from the backend. The storage index is mapped directly
to the data key using the following equation b storageIndex

blockSize c. This resolves to the first
BlockElement. However, the size of bytes written or read may exceed a single
BlockDataElement’s size, wherefore numerous blocks are written to. The offset
within a block is calculated using the modulo mod(storageIndex, blockSize). The
storage module writes and reads to each block until the last segment of bytes is
reached. The storage device is bootstrapped on the first start up of the target server.

Transaction Layer The Transaction Layer takes a simpler part in this interface. It han-
dles the cursor, which allows to move to another BlockDataElement, assuming the
key is known. It enables for setting new byte data for a given BlockDataElement
using the setValue(value : byte[]) method and persists the modified elements using
the commit() method. Since the storage device has a fixed size, it is bootstrapped
the first time the target is started. The bootstrap(bytes : byte[]) method bootstraps
a single BlockDataElement, which is why this method is called until the desired
storage device size is reached.

Data Layer As previously mentioned, there is no need for meta entries within this
interface, since the order of BlockDataElements is sequential and can directly be
mapped using the data keys.

This architectural overview only highlights how mapping of block based data is handled
within the implementation. Like the File-Interface’s generic mapping of files, this inter-
face is based on a generic approach itself that differs not only in the different datatypes,
but also in how data is stored and retrieved since all the data keys can be calculated directly.

Algorithm 1 in form of pseudo-code shows how data is read within the storage module.
The process of writing data presented in Algorithm 2 is very similar, with the difference
that the input byte array is not empty and instead contains the data that is to be written
into the storage. The data keys resulting of a combination of the length of the byte array
and the storage index is the same for both algorithms, as well as the iteration through the
individual elements.
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Algorithm 1: read reads data from a storage device into a byte array
Input: storageIndex ∈ N and an ordered set bytes = {b1, . . . , bn} of bytes, where n is the length

of the set of bytes
Output: bytes

1 startIndex← b storageIndex
blockSize

c;
2 startIndexOffset← mod(storageIndex, blockSize);
3 endIndex← b storageIndex+n

blockSize
c;

4 endIndexOffset← mod(storageIndex + n, blockSize);
5 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key startIndex from Treetank;
6 copy bytes from currentDataElement beginning at startIndexOffset fully into bytes beginning

at b1;
7 for i← startIndex + 1 to endIndex− 1 do
8 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key i from Treetank;
9 copy bytes from currentDataElement fully into bytes beginning with bbytes already read;

10 if startIndex < endIndex AND endIndex < maximum block element index then
11 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key endIndex from Treetank;
12 copy bytes from currentDataElement into bytes beginning with bbytes already read to

bbytes already read+endIndexOffset;
13 return bytes;

Algorithm 2: write writes a byte array into the storage
Input: storageIndex ∈ N and an ordered set bytes = {b1, . . . , bn} of bytes, where n is the length

of the set of bytes
1 startIndex← b storageIndex

blockSize
c;

2 startIndexOffset← mod(storageIndex, blockSize);
3 endIndex← b storageIndex+n

blockSize
c;

4 endIndexOffset← mod(storageIndex + n, blockSize);
5 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key startIndex from Treetank;
6 copy bytes from bytes beginning at b1 to bblockSize−startIndexOffset into currentDataElement

beginning at startIndexOffset;
7 write currentDataElement to Treetank;
8 for i← startIndex + 1 to endIndex− 1 do
9 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key i from Treetank;

10 copy bytes from bytes beginning at bbytes already written fully into currentDataElement;
11 write currentDataElement to Treetank;
12 if startIndex < endIndex AND endIndex < maximum block element index then
13 currentDataElement← retrieve data element with key endIndex from Treetank;
14 copy bytes from bytes beginning at bbytes already written to bbytes already written+endIndexOffset

into currentDataElement;
15 write currentDataElement to Treetank;
16 if commit threshold exceeded then
17 initiate commit in transaction;
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Figure 5.1: System overview of the iSCSI-Interfaces implementation

5.2 Mapping of block data
Generally speaking, the mapping of block-based data as it is proposed in this work relies
on the fact that a storage device is fixed in its size and storage indices can directly be
mapped onto blocks within a blob. The blobs may require special naming, where at least
the information, of which position in the sequence of blobs the targeted blob has, is held.
Figure 5.2 shows how the mapping of block data is realized using this approach.
A blob has a fixed size of blocks, which again have a fixed size of a multiple of 512,
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of how to map block based data to a blob storage

which should be considered as a minimum size for a block. N therefore is the amount
of blocks within a block used by the mapping. In the illustration 128 blocks are stored
within a blob. The amount of blocks stored in a blob can vary, but within Treetank this
size is fixed, this being the reason it was used in this approach. Other sizes may work
better for different implementations. In the performed benchmarks only the size of a block
has been reconfigured, which essentially leads to different blob sizes and makes it possible
to provide different configurations.

As previously mentioned, no information has to be stored within a meta data blob. It is
sufficient to name the blobs in a way, that allows the position in the sequence of blobs
to be recalculated and the correct blob to be retrieved. The correct blob index can be
calculated using the following equation:

blobKey = index

blockSize · amount of blocks in a blob
(5.1)

, where the index refers to the storage index within the storage device, as shown in Figure
5.2.
The iSCSI protocol uses PDUs to transfer data, which compared to files are small
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packets. This leads to the need of fast retrieval within small amounts of bytes, which only
can be ensured if the blob sizes are not too big themselves. However, this may not be a
problem if the block data was only used to mirror a local filesystem within a cloud storage,
but this usecase is time-sensitive due too the iSCSI protocol, which is why this issue has
to be addressed. Sizes that perform well are part of the analysis done at the end of this
Chapter.

5.3 Workflow of the iSCSI-Interface
Since jSCSI takes care of the whole iSCSI protocol fewer components than shown in the
File-Interface exist. This is why the workflow of the iSCSI-Interface can be presented in a
more comprehensible way. The details of how the jSCSI target handles incoming PDUs
is not shown. Also details of processes within Treetank are left out, since most of the
processes have been shown in Figure 3.3 and 4.3. Therefore, Figure 5.3 only highlights
parts necessary to understand handling of data within the iSCSI-Interface.

In the illustration it is assumed that the storage has been used at some point, which is
why it does not have to be bootstrapped, otherwise the process of bootstrapping would
be initiated when the target server starts up. The first part shows an incoming read
command in form of a PDU. Depending on the configuration of the BlockDataElement
it can be handled within one or more elements, since the size is variable. In this example
a block size of 4096 bytes is used. The first command in Figure 4.3 establishes a session
with the target server, which is handled by the jSCSI target alone. The next command
is a read command that starts at the storage index X and resolves to the read(X and
bytes = {b1, . . . , b8192}) operation from Algorithm 1, in which two data elements are read.
The bytes have to be read in two parts, since the block size is lower than 8192 bytes. The
storage module handles retrieval of individual parts and combines them within one byte
array.
However, it is also possible that the command starts at an index X which is not the

first byte of a block. This leads to a shift within the first block, whereas the last block
probably has to be cut off and has to be handled accordingly. Especially random seeks on
the storage device lead to such cases.
The write command has to touch four blocks at their full lengths at storage index Y.

Like the read command, shifts within the first and last block are possible due to irregular
storage indices (Irregular in this case means every storage index that is not a multiple of
the internal block size). The changes are not persisted directly. Instead to enable faster
read and write operations, there is a certain threshold of bytes that have to be written to
the storage, in order to initiate a commit. This is also part of the benchmarks in Section
5.5.

Like the File-Interface, this approach is prone to certain threats, which will be discussed
in the next Section.
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Figure 5.3: Workflow of the iSCSI-Interface

5.4 Threats to this approach
Threats to validity are reduced by using the filesystem benchmark bonnie++1 and
two separate systems, an initiator and a target server. The benchmark is performed on
the client side and performs independently from the target implementation (except for
communication).

1 http://www.coker.com.au/bonnie++/readme.html, September 2013
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Again the “treatment” within Internal validity can not be answered directly, since the
approach is a proof of concept and only the evaluation of the approach is supposed to
verify its practicability. External validity is verified directly, since the same mapping has
been used to create a JClouds-based storage module within the jSCSI target. This direct
approach is used to compare benchmark results in 5.5.
Internal validity can not be answered directly. In case of this interface, the “treatment”

is the mapping of files to a blob storage and since it is a proof of concept the effect can
not be measured. However, the concept has proven to be feasible and the outcome of the
benchmarking suite is expectedly slower than a direct approach. Like the File-Interface’s
sources, this interfaces sources are open-source and the benchmark can be reproduced.
In this case, the results are directly taken from the bonnie++ output and plots from

Section 5.5 are created using unmodified results. Although the result does depend on
the systems that are being used an upper limit to the performance can be gained whilst
looking at results generated by the direct approach with the jSCSI target using JClouds.

A major threat to the validation of the results is that the iSCSI protocol is time critical.
If a response is not retrieved within a certain amount of time, reestablishments of the
session are likely to happen, which in some cases take over 30 seconds and lead to a poor
latency within the bonnie++ benchmark, since it uses the highest latency encountered.
The system was optimized until a stable operation was possible. Smaller block sizes have
proven to lead to lesser latency issues since most of the commands are reading and writing
small amounts of data, wherefore small blocks enable faster retrieval.
It is also worth mentioning that this issue is not implementation specific. The direct

approach using a jSCSI target and JClouds as a backend does not have these issues. If the
individual response time for a request is delayed by only a few milliseconds, the results
towards high latency peeks and session reestablishments are the same.

Some of the issues influence the benchmarks directly. However, the data throughput is
not influenced and the iSCSI-Interfaces implementation can directly be compared with a
more direct approach, which is discussed in the following Section.

5.5 Benchmarks
Bonnie++ performs multiple tests on a filesystem level including the writing of blocks
and chars in a sequential and random order, as well as creation of files, modifications and
deletions. The individual test results are presented in multiple plots.
Multiple configurations are tested within the benchmarks, such as differing commit

thresholds and different block sizes. Furthermore file and cloud based storage are tested, as
well as the direct approach through jSCSI and JClouds and the Treetank based approach
for comparison purposes.
Figure 5.4 shows the latency for creation of files for different configurations. AWS

refers to the Amazon Web Services S3 storage, whereas Direct the jSCSI and jClouds
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approach represents and Paged the Treetank based approach. The first value in the form
of KiB refers to the size of an individual bucket. Alternatively the second value refers to
the commit threshold which is only used within the Treetank based approach.
Create operations show quite good performances with an average latency of a 100

milliseconds. The best performance is achieved by read operations with only a few
microseconds. However, the cloud binding of the Treetank based approach shows latency
maxima of more than 10 seconds. These peeks happen, when a response can not be sent
in time and the initiator tries to reestablish the connection. As expected however, the
overall score performs well for creation of files.
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Figure 5.4: Benchmark: Latency for create operations

The same can not be said for write operations directly to the cloud as presented in
Figure 5.5. Random seeks of bytes have proven to cause the most issues regarding latency.
Input in this context, refers to read operations by the initiator and inherently retrieval
of blocks show average latencies of 500 milliseconds, whereas char reads average at 100
milliseconds. This only accounts for local file backends, since the results of cloud retrievals
are heavily biased by connection errors due to long response times.
Write operations that are done in sequential order, meaning that data is written block

wise in a sequential order, perform less well than their reading counterparts. Latency alone
does not account for the perfomance of this approach. The connection is stable enough
and reconnects whenever necessary, enabling storing even if latency peeks are encountered.
The main focus is on the data throughput that can be achieved.

This is shown for creation of files within the mounted devices, which directly leads to
several write operations on the target server side. The performance in terms of throughput
is depicted in Figure 5.6. This benchmark measures how many files per second can be
created, listed and deleted, which is applied in random and sequential order.

The sequential and random order inputs and outputs are steady throughout the bench-
marks, and even within the cloud storage only little differences can be encountered.
Random seeks seem to perform less steadily and show that the block size does have an
impact on this matter. Furthermore, the cloud storage based tests perform poorly in terms
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Figure 5.5: Benchmark: Latency for input and output of blocks and chars

of random seeks, when compared to the file backend counterparts. The documentation
of bonnie++ leads to the assumption that the files themselves are empty, unlike the
sequential input and output benchmarks.
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Figure 5.6: Benchmark: Performance of create operations

In Figure 5.7 the throughput of sequential read and write operations as well as simul-
taneous read and write operations is presented for each individual configuration. The
best performance is achieved by the direct approach using a local storage. Also block
wise operations on the mounted device seem to have the best performance for every
configuration. With an average of almost 500 KiB per second for the cloud based Treetank
approach, it is practicable if speed is not of the essence and could be used for backup
purposes. The local approach performs a lot better and reaches speeds with up to 10 MiB
per second for read operations and 5 MiB per second for write operations on a block level.

Another criterion for storage performance is the space occupied. For Treetank writing to
the same bucket leads to a new revision that has the new bucket’s contents. However, the
old data is not lost and still available. This is illustrated in Figure 5.8, where the bucket
amount increases linearly proportional to the incoming data. The direct approach does
not include versioning, which is why it steadies at 512 MiB or 2051 buckets, correlating
directly to the written data within a test.
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The time a commit is performed, directly influences the amount of buckets created, since
the sooner a commit is performed, the sooner the data can be compared to the already
existing data. The bucket size is of higher impact, since smaller buckets for the same space
lead to the need for more buckets. As already discussed, smaller buckets are more efficient
to retrieve for single and small operations.
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Figure 5.8: Benchmark: Number of buckets created for different configurations

The results described in this Section will be further discussed in the next Section.
Additionally an overview of cloud storage properties and systems that implement these
properties is presented in Tabular 5.1.
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5.6 Discussion of the generated results
The results were not limited by bandwidths, considering that the bandwidth used in the
local network was above 100 MB/s and internet bandwidth was above 4 MB/s. For that
reason, the iSCSI-Interface does not seem practicable enough for a time critical application,
due to the fact that latencies - when using a cloud storage as a backend - are beyond 10
seconds. Although the system is optimized to run stably, existing target servers perform
better on a high scale, which also includes a direct usage of jSCSI. Accessing cloud storages
within time critical applications in a direct way, without having a local mirror of the data
that is to be accessed, is not practicable as the performance of the results generated in
this thesis show. Hence, it is not recommended to use this system directly as a locally
mounted storage on which applications perform operations leading to constant in- and
output, since the data throughput is too low and response times are too high.

A solution for better performance is a local mirror of the most current revision on the
target side, enabling for better latencies, as well as faster data throughput. Retrieval of
old revisions is not a commonly performed operation and can not be done from the client
side, since the iSCSI protocol does not support such an operation. This solution leads to
speeds that are similar to speeds achieved by a direct usage of the jSCSI target. A major
drawback of this approach is higher space occupation on the target system.
However, without a local mirror less space is occupied. A storage device that can be

versioned and encrypted is attractive when utilized as a backup storage device, since it
offers security measures and additionally allows for restoring old data. The trade-off in
this case is lesser perfomance.

System Paradigm Time
critical

Local
mirror

Datatype

Iris Asynchronous X X File
DepSky Synchronous X X File, Block-Data
CloudProof Asynchronous X V File
File-Interface Asynchronous X V File
iSCSI-Interface Synchronous (V) X Block-Data

Table 5.1: Paradigms utilized by different systems

It is worth mentioning that systems like Dropbox, Ubuntu One and the File-Interface
that synchronize individual folders, don’t face similar problems, seeing that individual
folders are asynchronously synchronized with the cloud, whereas a mounted iSCSI storage
device depends on responses sent by the target system, making it impossible to operate
asynchronously. An overview of paradigms different systems utilized with regards to the
way they synchronize data with a cloud storage, is presented in Tabular 5.1. In this
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Tabular the paradigm refers to whether or not operations on a cloud storage block user
interactions on the client system, meaning operations are or are not performed as part of
a background process. In this context a local mirror refers to the necessity of the data
being stored on the client system.

Most systems concentrate on synchronization of data folders to a cloud storage. Although,
DepSky’s interface supports storing binary data in form of arrays, it can not be compared
to the iSCSI-Interface, since it not only maps a block-based storage device to a blob
storage, but utilizes the iSCSI protocol. Unlike DepSky, most other systems support a
similar client to the File-Interface, where files are pushed into the cloud asynchronously.
None of these systems are time critical, since input and output is not blocked and users
can still interact with the system.
CloudProof itself shows a data throughput of 3 to 4 MB/s on Microsoft Azure, hence

not being considerably faster than the File-Interface. DepSky, reaches data throughputs
of less than 200 kb/s as shown in their results and therefore can not be considered time
critical as well. Benchmarks utilizing Iris resulted in high performance data throughput
above 200 MB/s, which is only limited by the available bandwith. However, most cloud
storages provide speeds below 4 MB/s, in which case even Iris will perform similar to
CloudProof or the File-Interface.
The low performance that can be observed in general, leads to the conclusion that a

local mirror, that helps during retrieval is of essence when performing operations that
access a cloud storage. For a time critical protocol like iSCSI, a direct utilization of a
cloud storage is not practicable, since input and output on the storage device is blocked
until a response is received.
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Conclusion

The approaches proposed in this thesis provide generic ways of utilizing a blob storage. As
part of this thesis, implementations bound to Treetank have been created, that make use
of the proposed mappings. The interfaces make use of security paradigms implemented
within Treetank, leading to a secure cloud storage system as discussed in this thesis.

The implementations perform well compared to other systems that have been discussed.
On the other hand, more direct approaches without the usage of an underlying framework
and less concerns about security measures will perform better in terms of data throughput
and latencies.

6.1 Future Work
In this work only two datatypes have been mapped generically to a blob storage. There
are more datatypes with special properties, that can be mapped to blob storages. For that
reason a few suggestions are made in the following description.

Relational Databases A relational database usually stores data in an efficient way, creating
indices for each element that is stored within the database. Most relational databases
use a table structure to store data, which consists of rows and columns. These
databases are usually time critical and aim for efficient access times. However, the
underlying data could directly be backed up on a blob storage, where blobs relate
to tables. A blob also can relate to exactly one row, thereby enabling faster access
times on small transactions.

Peer to peer (p2p) At the moment p2p works in a way that one client directly establishes
a connection to another client and shares data through that connection. However,
instead only the information where the data is temporarily stored can be shared
- meaning that the client providing the data uploads it to a blob and shares the
information with exactly the client that wants to retrieve the data. This process
can also be performed using asynchronous encryption as provided by PGP1 and
therefore making data sharing more secure.

1 http://www.pgpi.org/, September 2013

42
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There are multiple different suggestions that can be made towards the improvement of
the implementations that have been presented in this thesis:

• The File-Interface’s implementation still has no capability of restoring a specific
revision from within the user interface. Another feature that is currently missing, is
the automatic synchronization of data to the cloud when the storage is initialized
freshly on a system other than the data originated from.

• This work only covered the evaluation Amazon Web Services S3 as a cloud storage
provider. For that reason the performance of multiple different cloud storage providers
in combination with the File-Interface and the iSCSI-Interface should be evaluated
in future works.

• A local mirror in the implementation of the File-Interface will increase the perfor-
mance considerably compared to the benchmarks presented in this work.

• Backup utilities for both implementations can be created. In case of the File-Interface
the user interface can simply be configured to listen to a folder that is to be backed
up. However, a way of rolling back to a previous state has to be provided and is
currently missing. For the iSCSI-Interface, a client has to be created that pushes
data automatically to the storage device, making the process invisible for the user.

The mappings can be modified to fit more specific needs. For example the information
of where a file lies does not have to be stored within the blob storage and instead can be
stored locally. Also a file does not necessarily have to be split into multiple parts. Another
suggestion is that an application is created that simulates a mounted storage device on
a system, but instead of storing data on a local hard drive or using the iSCSI protocol,
data is stored within a blob storage. For such an application, the proposed mapping of
block-based data within the iSCSI-Interface can directly be used to map the storage device
to a blob storage.
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